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Why we need greater
public spending

Key to any recovery
found in private sector

Only public investment can reverse the economy’s
self-reinforcing slump; debt will fall as growth improves.

Don’t ignore benefits of austerity, including avoiding
excessive welfare programs and deficits.

By ROBERT KUTTNER
FOR THE REGISTER

A depressed economy
such as ours needs to rely
on public spending – even
large deficit spending – as
long as it is stuck in a selfreinforcing slump.
People without jobs, or
working at reduced wages, do not have enough
money to buy all the products that industry is capable of producing. Homeowners who have lost trillions of dollars in home
equity are not rushing out
to spend. Banks that are
traumatized by the recent
financial collapse have
plenty of money and their
posted interest rates are
low, but they are too riskaverse to lend. And businesses are not committing
new private investment
because they don’t see
enough customers.
It’s a vicious circle that
only public investment
can reverse. According to
the American Society of
Civil Engineers, the U.S.
has $2.4 trillion in deferred maintenance on basic infrastructure – roads,
bridges, water and sewer
systems, public buildings,
electric power grids – and
that doesn’t even include
the 21st century stuff we
need such as universal
high-speed internet and
smart-grid power systems, not to mention renewable energy.
Investments such as
these can produce a more
productive private economy while they create decent jobs and jumpstart
household purchasing
power. Most of this money,
incidentally, cycles right
back into the private
economy because the government has to hire private companies to build it.
The idea that government is always less efficient than the private
market is baloney. Wall
Street brought us the financial collapse, with its
crazy risk taking. Government – the taxpayers –
had to clean up the mess.
Medicare is far more efficient than any private insurance company. It
spends less on administration, marketing and
trying to avoid insuring
sick people. It returns
more of the premium dol-

lar in actual health care
services.
We may want government to be smaller – or
larger – but within broad
limits, that’s an ideological
choice, not an iron economic law. The economy
boomed after World War
II, the greatest deficitfinanced public spending
program in American history. And after peace came,
we didn’t race to tighten
our belts. Government doubled down on public investments with the G.I. Bill
and the Marshall Plan,
public universities and interstate highways. The
economy soon grew faster
than the debt and deficits
ceased to be an issue.
But apart from the size
of government, shouldn’t
the federal budget be balanced?
Yes, during normal
times, and it should be in
surplus during economic
booms.
In the decade of the
1990s, the Clinton administration moved the federal budget from
deficit to surplus. By
2001, we
were
pay-

ing
down the
deficit so fast
that economists
worried that the entire
national debt would soon
be paid off, and then the
Federal Reserve would
have no Treasury bonds
with which to conduct
monetary policy.
They needn’t have worried. Along came President
George W. Bush with his
two tax cuts for the top
brackets and his two wars
and his inefficient privatized Medicare drug program, a gift for the pharmaceutical industry – and
surplus turned to deficit
again. Deficits further in-

creased when economic
activity collapsed along
with Wall Street. So it
wasn’t big-spending liberals who created the present increased debt. Just
seven percent of the ten
year increase in the deficit
was the consequence of
President Barack Obama’s
temporary economic stimulus – which spared us a
deeper depression.
Once recovery comes,
higher growth
will reduce

the debt
ratio. Until then,
bring on the public
spending. There are
worse things than public
deficits. One of them is a
long period of depressed
economic potential and the
suffering that comes with
protracted unemployment.
Robert Kuttner is co-editor of
the American Prospect. His
new book is “Debtors’ Prison:
The Politics of Prosperity
Versus Possibility.”
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and most countries in EuIn his latest book, “Debt- rope have talked austerity
or’s Prison: The Politics of but have not had the guts
Austerity,” Robert Kuttner to really follow through.
and other big-government “The sequester” only reKeynesians attack the pol- duced the growth of U.S.
spending.
icy of cutting back govern- government
ment spending, which they Equally, there have been
contend will only cause few real spending cuts in
more unemployment and Europe and the United
Kingdom. In most cases
misery.
A slew of other anti- the “austerity” involved
austerity
books sharp increases in taxes –
and opinion even Keynesians oppose
columns have raising taxes during a
come
out slowdown.
In fact, one of the few
lately. One
column by countries in Europe which
has actually cut government spending and taxes is
tiny Estonia – and it’s
booming.
We must not ignore the
benefits of austerity – eliminating waste in the private
and public sector, rebuilding company balance
sheets, improving labor
and capital productivity
and a warning to government at all levels to
avoid
excessive
“Great Society”
welfare programs and
deficits
that got us
into this
mess in the
first place.
During the
good times,
governments
need
to
build
rainy-day
funds so
that cutbacks on
essential
government services are not
necessary
during the next
downturn.
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claims cutbacks have offset by private compapushed
unemployment nies which cut back on prihigher and made things vate spending and building
large cash positions (over
worse.
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stead of investing funds in
new projects and jobs. The
crowding-out problem is
real.
The solution is on the
supply side: removing barriers to new production by
cutting the corporate tax
rate and curtailing new
regulations (Obamacare,
Dodd-Frank,
SarbanesOxley, EPA, IRS).
My favorite example of
austerity is our neighbor to
the north. In 1994, Canada
faced a major fiscal crisis –
out-of-control government
spending reaching over 50
percent of GDP, skyrocketing deficits, a weak economy, and a sharply falling
Canadian dollar. Under the
leadership of Prime Minister Jean Chretien and finance minister Paul Martin, the Liberal Party decided “enough is enough”
and went on a three-year
austerity plan, cutting
back state spending and
laying off federal workers.
All the Keynesian economists in Canada opposed
the plan, saying it would seriously curtail aggregate
demand. Instead, they balanced the budget and then
went on an 11-year supply
side tax cut program. Today the corporate tax rate
is down to 15 percent. Government as a percentage of
GDP is now under 40 percent. Canada largely avoided the financial crisis of
2008 and is ranked the
most fiscally sound of the
G8 nations. The Canadian
dollar is on par with the
buck. There’s a lesson
there for Americans.
The Keynesians argue
that prudent cutbacks by
business and individuals
during
a
downturn
shouldn’t apply to government. As a result, we are
headed toward another financial crisis due to fiscal
imprudence. I have tried to
show that Adam Smith had
it right when he proclaimed in the center of his
classic work “The Wealth
of Nations”: “What is prudence in the conduct of every private family can
scarce be folly in that of a
great kingdom.”
Mark Skousen is the editor
of Forecasts & Strategies,
a former professor at
Columbia Business School
and the producer of
www.freedomfest.com.

